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Section I: A Treasure-Trove of Knowledge: Heritage and Identity  
 
Creating School Partnerships: Multilingual Family Engagement 
Through the Arts  
Sarah Davila & Maura Mendoza Quiroz, Lesley University 
 
Abstract 
Music artist and School-based Family and Community Liaison, Maura Mendoza Quiroz from the 
Somerville Family Learning Collaborative (SFLC), shares her experiences of how mu-sic, visual 
arts and language workshops have served as the entry point for immigrant families in the 
Somerville Public Schools. The examples help teachers “read” their community of parents and 
create spaces responding to families’ needs instead of providing arts programs that are un-
familiar to them. As parents participate in these activities, their “physical time” inside the school 
increased, home-school communications improved, and over all the welcoming efforts 
translated into better school attendance. Sarah Davila, director of English Learner Education 
and Family and Community Partnerships, provides context, organizing frameworks, and 
introduces the chapter with recommendations about systems that must be in place within the 
school district for successful arts-based family engagement. 
Keywords: family engagement, parent involvement, English Learners, multicultural education, arts 
education, culturally responsive practices, popular education 
  
Introduction 
Maura and Sarah work together on a family engagement team that collectively enacts 
core practices essential to whole family learning, leadership, and caring relationships. In this 
article, you will hear Maura’s voice as she describes her experiences in interaction with families 
to develop programs and resources, and Sarah’s voice as she comments on systems and 
structures that Somerville Family Learning Collaborative (SFLC) has created to support families 
and to better prepare schools to work with families. 
Putting our heads, hands, and hearts together: Sarah’s perspective  
on district systems  
Maura’s creativity and leadership in developing art-based activities for family 
engagement represent one example of shared effort to positively impact our children’s education 
and development. However, none of Maura’s work would come to fruition without strong 
systems within the district that are dedicated to family engagement. In my position as a District 
Administrator, I am lucky that my two areas of work – English Learner Education and Family 
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and Community Partnerships – intersect at the point where heads, hands, and hearts come 
together. We fully recognize family engagement as a lever to close opportunity and performance 
gaps among our very diverse student body.  
In this work, we have learned that there are (at least) six key practices that are essential to 
whole family learning, leadership, and caring relationships. These practices are (1) Culturally 
responsive communication, (2) Drawing upon family and community knowledge, (3) Family-to-
family connections, (4) Providing a ladder of leadership (5) Engaging with community about 
important issues and joint problem solving, and (6) Supporting school leaders. 
1. Culturally responsive communication in our diverse community starts with a robust 
Multilingual Services Department. When the Somerville Family Learning Collaborative (SFLC) 
was founded, our first order of business was to create a network, systems, and infrastructure to 
provide translation and interpretation across the school district. While demand for the service is 
high, our primary concern is to ensure that proper interpretation is provided at Parent-Teacher 
Conferences. In addition, culturally responsive communication is dependent upon ongoing staff 
training, and professional development for teachers, administrators, and all school staff. Maura’s 
new role as Language and Leadership Liaison is designed to increase the school district’s 
capacity in culturally and linguistically responsive communication. 
2. Drawing upon family and community knowledge and having that knowledge to inform our 
programming is foundational. Maura starts her arts-based Family Engagement activities with 
parents’ songs and stories. The relationships that she builds with individual family members are 
based upon learning about and applying what they know. 
3. Family-to-family connections are the basis for building relationships within and across the 
diverse communities in our city. Parents enjoy each other’s company and find common 
challenges as well as practical advice regarding everyday routines (getting kids to do their 
homework), the logistics of dropping off and picking up kids at school while working two or 
three part-time jobs, and sharing information about formal or informal childcare.  
4. Providing a ladder of leadership empowers the community and also helps us develop 
authentically representative programs and services. Maura works with a team of Parent Leaders 
who emerge during their participation in Parent English. A former Parent English class 
participant is now a teacher in one of our more popular classes. In many instances, parents are 
hired or volunteer to replicate programs, and provide direct assistance to families by staffing and 
coordination of the Clothes and Food Pantry. The goal of the Escuela de Padres and IMPACT 
group (described below) is to further develop leadership skills in the parent community and 
increase representation in the decision making process in each school as well as at the district 
level. 
5. Engaging with community about important issues and joint problem solving. The 
looming issue facing our community is represented by the threats to immigrant families, 
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undocumented children, their parents, and unaccompanied minors and youth that have been 
intensified by federal orders since presidential elections in November 2016. Since then, in 
addition to other responsibilities, Maura is co-chair of the Somerville Sanctuary City Steering 
Committee. Her work is doubled in collaborating to organize regularly Know Your Rights 
Workshops and Legal Clinics for immigrants and undocumented students and family members. 
The basic safety and sense of belonging for our children and families is a requisite for 
engagement. Members of the community will not come to school if they do not feel safe. 
6. Supporting School Leaders and holding school administrators accountable to the work and 
reward is essential for sustaining meaningful family engagement. Maura and the SFLC Liaison 
Team provide technical assistance to school principals including a Multilingual “Cheat Sheet” 
(see below) for communicating with families. Aligned to school district improvement goals, the 
SFLC is facilitating a Professional Learning Community (PLC) for school principals to learn 
about the conditions for culturally responsive communication with parents as partners as well as 
to share their best practices. The SFLC Liaisons are readily available to support in unique crisis 
situations as well as in the daily life of school.  
Community Context 
 Somerville, just north of Boston, Massachusetts, is a small urban gateway community for 
generations of immigrant families. Currently one third of city residents are born outside of the 
U.S. and more than half of students in our schools speak another language than English in their 
home with fifty-two languages represented. At the same time, the city is gentrifying rapidly with 
new shopping areas and trendy restaurants in development. The cost of housing is skyrocketing 
with some new residents moving into luxury units on one end, and immigrant families doubling 
and tripling up in small apartments on the other end of the city (City of Somerville, 2017).  
 In the Somerville Public Schools (SPS) more than half of the students come from a 
household where English is not their first language, and more than forty percent of the students 
enrolled identify themselves as Hispanic or Latino (MA DOE, 2016). The efforts to welcome 
Emerging Bilingual (EB) families into SPS have grown in the last decades with the creation and 
consolidation of a continuum of services for families (See Appendix A for all acronyms). 
Theoretical and Practical Framework 
 To address the growing diversity – and bifurcation – in the school community, the school 
district launched the Somerville Family Learning Collaborative (SFLC) to promote universal 
family engagement. The SFLC mission is to increase the capacity of parents and family members 
to support their children’s learning and healthy development. At the same time, the SFLC works 
towards the development of “partnership” schools within the dual capacity framework (Mapp, 
2007; 2013) to increase the capacity of schools to welcome, support, and engage with diverse 
families in meaningful ways. 
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 SFLC School-based Liaisons adopt an explicit popular education model (Freire, 1970; 
1994) always starting “where the families are” with their own experiences, collectively 
examining those experiences, identifying themes and common problems, and figuring out ways 
to address and fix those problems collaboratively within the school community. In the school 
where Maura shares her experiences as SFLC Liaison, she has found concrete ways through the 
arts (music, visual arts, and story sharing) to draw on funds of knowledge (Moll, Amanti, Neff & 
González, 1992) and cultural memoire (Allen, 2007) as a vibrant source for authentic family 
experience and to anchor the popular education cycle for family empowerment, leadership 
development, and school improvement. 
Art-based activities with community artist: Maura’s story 
Four years ago, I started serving the community of families at Capuano Early Childhood 
Center (Capuano ECC), both as a School-based Liaison and as an artist. My efforts were mostly 
directed, but not limited, to the Emerging Bilingual (EB) families at Capuano. During three 
years, I witnessed EB families become more involved in Capuano ECC activities because new 
and creative spaces were open for them to come and participate in fun and non-traditional ways. 
Many of these family engagement (FE) activities were art-based (AB) and included music, 
language, storytelling, and visual arts.  
I began my journey as a school-based Liaison at Capuano ECC with a process of 
identifying successful family engagement (FE) efforts. The School-based Liaison role can be 
described as a point of contact person for families inside the school to facilitate and improve 
parent-teacher communication. Beyond this role, we also serve families with city resources and 
local-based programing. In this section, I will describe how these families supported the 
programs’ work and reveal how BY honoring and celebrating diverse heritages can propel 
successful family engagement efforts inside a public school setting. Under this premise, I 
developed different programs that included music, visual arts and storytelling. I discovered that 
collecting childhood songs from family and community members can be part of a sustained and 
ongoing family engagement effort. Songs Around the World was initiated as a specific program 
culminating with a CD/album compilation that advocates for families to bring their voices into 
their child’s classroom and out to the community.    
For me, art-based activities are the most effective way to engage families, mostly EB 
families, as art can break cultural and language barriers. SFLC’s director, Nomi Davidson, states 
that activities that include arts add an enormous value for parenting engagement of families with 
children in the early childhood years (personal communication, October 2014). The SFLC tries, 
as much as their resources allow, implementing art-based activities during and after the school.  
Visual Arts: The Beautiful Stuff Project 
 The Beautiful Stuff Project (TBSP) is a local based organization that provides arts and 
crafts from reused and recycled materials inside and outside the classrooms. Working with the 
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SFLC and the school principal in my first year as School-based Liaison, TBSP activities 
presented a great opportunity to promote art making among the families during after-school 




The first TBSP sessions were for preschool families (as it shows in the pictures above). Later on 
we added Kindergarten aged children in back-to-back half hour sessions, one for preschoolers 
(PK) at 1:45pm dismissal and another at 2:30pm for K dismissal. During the last two school 
years, the SFLC and TBSP hosted 44 four Beautiful Stuff Project sessions. We started with a few 
sessions at Capuano ECC with an average of 15 participants per session and continue these 
throughout the city with an average of 8 families per session. Here are some pictures of TBSP 
sessions at three Somerville Public Schools: Capuano ECC, Albert F. Argenziano School and 
East Somerville Community School. Finger Puppets, sticky collages, spin tops, bead necklaces, 
etc. were some of the activities made during TBSP sessions. 
Figure 1.The Beautiful Stuff Project session at Capuano ECC during the 
2013-2014 school year 
Figure 2. The Beautiful Stuff Project session at Capuano ECC during 
2014-2015 school year 
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Figure 3. Detail of sticky-collage activity during the 2013-2014 school year 
Figure 4. Detail of activity at Argenziano School during 
the 2014-2015 school year. 







Figure 5. Detail of activity at Albert F. Argenziano 
School during the 2014-2015 school year. 
Figure 6. Detail of beading necklaces activity at Capuano 
ECC, May 2015. 
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Figure 7. The Beautiful Stuff Project session at East 
Somerville Community Schools during the 2014-2015 
school year 
Figure 8. Detail of activity at Capuano ECC during  
Mother’s Day Activity during 2015-2016 school 
year 





The pictures above (Figure 5 and 6) portray how parents help their children. TBSP activities are 
not “children’s art-making” they are intergenerational art sessions where families make art 
together. Figure 7 depicts a detail of a Finger Puppet, a very simple activity were families 
experienced not only their creativity in terms of combining materials, but also creating new 
characters and making stories. In Figures 8 and 9, depicts a mother and a son during a “Mothers 
Day” celebration at Capuano ECC. This particular activity was born out one of the ECC moms 
suggested. We see how the child is so proud of putting the neckless to mom, and how she is very 
happy admiring their work together. (For pictures and media credits, please go to Appendix B) 
Music: Musical Mondays 
I was very inspired by the diverse community at Capuano ECC where more than 41% of 
families identified themselves coming from a household where English was not their first 
language (MA DOE, 2013). These numbers were telling me that some of these parents may not 
be communicating with their teachers in meaningful ways and even may not be coming inside of 
the school at all because of language barriers. With that in mind, I created a drop-in program for 
PK families during dismissal time called Musical Mondays. Here, children and their parents 
would engage with interactive musical activities. There were 4 Musical Mondays sessions in the 
first year. Somerville Early Childhood Director’s Lisa Kuh stated in her monthly blog 
“Somerville early Education:” 
Easy and catchy tunes [is] an important element for the families to engage (…) 
what Maura found is that not only do children love singing but their families 
joined right in once they learned the words. Important here is that Maura sang 
Figure 9. Child admiring mom at Capuano ECC 
during Mother’s Day Activity during 2015-2016 
school year. 
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songs that were in children’s home languages (Spanish and Portuguese) or had 
“nonsense” words that were easy to learn and where you really couldn’t make a 
mistake. For example, songs like “Rum Sum Sum” have many versions and can 
easily be adapted” (Kuh, 2014).  
In that spirit of community arts, families feel welcomed with a “no room for mistake” guideline. 
On November 17, 2014 more than 40 participants came for that Musical Monday. SFLC director, 
Nomi Davidson, stated: “for some parents, ‘Musical Mondays’ is an entry point to get them into 
the school in a new way, in a safe way, that might get them to come to a Parent Teacher 
Conference for example” (Davidson, personal communication, 2014). Davidson’s statement 
reinforces SFLC’s framework that says that FE efforts should be linked to learning (Mapp, 2007; 
2013). In between those two worlds of FE efforts and learning goals (increasing vocabulary, 
social skills, etc.) there is the art-based activities component that attracts, welcome families and 
hopefully invited them to stay connected with the schools. De Colores, Guantanamera, and O 
Pato were some of the songs sung during Musical Mondays in Spanish and Portuguese. The 
following video is a short preview of 20 minutes sing along during a drop-off Musical Monday 
in November 2014 at the Capuano ECC.  
 
In this video (Figure 10), we appreciate how a multilingual group of parents and children keep 
the beat and follow easy direction and motions. The person who held the camera was a young 
English-speaking intern with basic Spanish who have never heard the song before. The images 
below depict the first Musical Monday at Capuano ECC. Not that many people came to that 
Figure 10. Video "El Tambor de la Alegría" (Rhythm of Happiness) during a 20 minute drop-off 
Musical Monday, November 2014 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GAPrgU5Lb_0 
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session so an afterschool class was invited. The parents and caregivers who joined the session 
helped keeping an eye on the children and sang along. On Figure 12, we appreciate the diverse 
crowd very representative to Capuano ECC.  
 
  
Figure 11. First Musical Monday at Capuano ECC, November 2013 
Figure 12. Detail of families during a Musical Monday 
at Capuano ECC, November 2014 
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Arts and craft activities and Musical Monday happened after school hours and teachers 
did not participate. However, teachers passed by to say a quick “hello” to the group of parents, 
being aware that they were participating in some kind of fun activity. The next day, during 
breakfast time (at Capuano ECC, PK and K classrooms eat breakfast and parents are allowed to 
stay) teachers and parents had a topic to talk about with questions like “how did it go yesterday 
at the Beautiful Stuff Project session? Which songs did you sing during Musical Monday? 
Would you like to come and sing it to the classroom?” Every time this happened I said to myself, 
“mission is accomplished.” In December 2015, a PK teacher invited two parents originally from 
Jordan, to sing “Jingle Bells” in Arabic and English. This time, the parents were the ones who 
invited me to add another language, Spanish. Parents, teachers and myself were in ecstasy seeing 
how all our differences came together in something we all knew and shared” a popular holiday 
song, singing, laughing and of course, learning. This is a perfect example of how family 
engagement where art is involved, comes into full circle with parents, children, staff and 
teachers.  
The Chit Chat Club: Language and Storytelling Workshop  
As we mentioned before, one of the greatest challenges as a district is home-school 
communication to overcome language barriers. I therefore wanted to provide a space where 
parents could practice their English and it occurred to me that staff and school administrators 
could participate too (unfortunately this was after drop-off during school hours, so teachers could 
not participate). I gathered with parents in the Parent Teacher Association (PTA) room room 
every Wednesday morning around a cup of coffee or hot chocolate. The three round tables inside 
the room were perfect to host three languages for Spanish, Portuguese and English beginners. In 
some sessions we would have school staff, the principal or the assistant principal sitting with the 
parents. Through storytelling, I modeled using one of the languages from our communities.  
The assistant principal and counselor participated in our first sessions and it was a 
powerful experience for parents to see the school staff trying to speak Spanish, hearing their 
voices trying hard and putting themselves in an insecure and vulnerable position. This made 
parents think about how we all are vulnerable when it comes to learning another language. We 
exchanged stories about our countries, family names, seasons, and many other topics. A Spanish-
speaking parent who regularly attended Chit Chat Club stated: “Chit Chat Club [sessions] helped 
me to develop more patience towards my teacher and staff… I encourage parents to participate in 
these kinds of activities to help them to move forward with their child’s education” (Personal 
Communication, July, 2017). After three years of being exposed to these informal art-based 
sessions, this parent attends regularly to Parent Teacher Conferences, she is in constant contact 
with the School-based Family Liaison and support PTA activities throughout the year. In our last 
conversation during the summer 2017, the parent shared that her oldest daughter did not need to 
do SPELL program, the SPS K-8 summer program offered to ELL/EB students to support 
academics.      
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The Chit Chat Club turned out to be what I call, “the art of a cup of coffee” because 
coffee was the hook to invite parents right after drop-off time (good coffee, of course!). Another 
highlight of having school staff, principals and counselors was that that year my own relationship 
as a school-based liaison grew among them. This was shown through mutually coordinated 
efforts to provide coats for winter, a food race and even Thanksgiving baskets.  
The Chit Chat Club was the only family engagement activity where children were not 
present with their parents. Because this was an activity for adults, we had the opportunity to 
share more about our own backgrounds and personal stories in a more trusting and intimate way 
in a contained space. In the photos below, the three tables represented three different languages. 
By the end of the year, we added a forth language, Arabic. We learned how to write down our 
names in Arabic. Also, we added the word “welcome” for the coffee hour sign offered by the 
PTA members (the “welcome” word was already in the SPS four targeted languages: English, 
Spanish, Portuguese and Haitian Creole). The following month during PTA’s coffee hour, an 
Arabic speaker PK paraprofessional approached me and said: “it is really nice to see my 
language included in the sign board, good job!” 
The positive effects that the Chit Chat Club sessions had on the parents were almost 
immediate. Jose, for example, in the black sweater (Figure 14), started Chit Chat Club with no 
English at all. Parallel to Chit Chat Club sessions, Jose enrolled in formal English classes offered 
in the local community college. Jose is now a K paraprofessional in one of the SPS schools.   
  
Figure 13. Chit Chat Club parents participants. Countries represented (left 
to right): Brazil, Morocco, El Salvador, Cape Verde and Puerto Rico. 
Spring 2014-2015 school year. 
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In Figure 14 we can also see some EB parents struggle with some words in English. In that 
particular session, we were reviewing the seasons and names of the year from Spanish to 
English.  
How do Art-based Activities Enhance the Parent-Teacher Relationship? 
During my last year at Capuano ECC in 2016, I talked to two teachers about how 
valuable art-based activities are for them to strengthen family engagement and how these can 
inform their curriculum. A Capuano ECC teacher who works primarily with EB students stated: 
As a teacher, I feel that family engagement is very important.  A relationship 
between a student’s school and home benefits the child, parent, and teacher.  
Family engagement gives teachers a better understanding of each family and 
gives parents an idea of what their child is learning and strategies to use at home. 
(Personal Communication, July, 2016) 
Needless to say, Capuano ECC is a fecund terrain to keep investing in art-based family 
engagement activities because school staff, teachers and parents are aware of the potential and 
enrichment of family activities. When I asked a Sheltered English Immersion (SEI) teacher why 
art-based activities where important in her classroom, she replied: 
Art is a wonderful way to meet a family and build a relationship. Working with 
parents of [EB] families, who might have different levels of comfort speaking in 
English and having a bridge of non-verbal communication is wonderful. Parents 
can participate in an activity with their child without the pressure of filling out 
Figure 14. Chit Chat Club parents. Countries 
represented are Brazil, Morocco, El Salvador, Cape 
Verde and Puerto Rico. March 2015 
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paperwork or answering questions. Parents get the opportunity to have a 
successful experience in the classroom with their child, helping their child in 
school. This comfort in the classroom and with me, the teacher, can help foster a 
relationship, when a more challenging issue comes up in the year, such as a 
question about a report card or field trip application, we have already built a 
relationship through art-based activities. (Personal Communication, July, 2016) 
The relationship between teacher and parents/families improved and, as we said before, prepares 
the terrain to work in other issues that might emerge throughout the year. 
Songs Around the World: Ongoing Family Engagement Effort 
 All these art-based activities for family engagement described above inspired a project at 
large. During these activities I introduced families to the research question for my M.Ed. in the 
Community Arts program at Lesley University. The question was what song was sung to you 
when you were little? The answers gave birth to Songs Around the World (SAW) a collection of 
songs from early childhood parents and the research question were a perfect thread to glue all 
family engagement efforts throughout the school year, and expand on them during summer 
school activities as well. The following figure expands on this: 
 
 
SAW aims to keep collecting popular children songs from different countries among the 
East Somerville families, this means beyond the Capuano ECC realm, as these families go out 
into different schools after completing Kindergarten. The compilation of the songs will be 
accompanied by musical family engagement activities throughout the academic school year. 
Through these family engagement activities parents will create a song collection to share, and 
sing and celebrate their cultural heritage in a safe environment. The creation of a safe 
environment was developed through constant contact with parents during drop-off and pick-up 
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office and a welcoming place to share a cup of coffee. When the time came for parents to be 
invited to volunteer, share their stories on Chit Chat Club, etc. they already knew the place 
before everything happened. This gave them a sense of belonging to the school, a safe place they 
could always come and talk with each other. Some of my colleagues attribute the openness I 
have with each one of the parents because I come from a Central American country. I must say 
that being from El Salvador helps greatly, but what truly helped me to connect with a dad from 
Syria or a mom from Bangladesh was to work on my own identity and look into our similarities 
rather than our differences.  
 For the last three years, I have witnessed how difficult it is for families to have a sense of 
belonging and how to navigate through the system with language and cultural barriers. With an 
inclusive and multicultural project such as SAW, the community of families at Capuano ECC 
feel welcome and included because their song is on a final product (CD/album). The hope is that 
diverse families see their culture reflected and valued, and that their contributions are important 
to the wellbeing of the Capuano ECC community. The final outcome is to present a SAW 
compilation CD/album in the Kindergarten Welcome Package during Kindergarten Transition 
Day. The following video (Figure 15) is a condensation of some of the forty songs collected. To 
see the complete song list, please go to Appendix C. 
 
 
On November 7th 2016, SAW was granted the Duhamel Education Initiative (DEI) Mini 
grant to start recording the songs with the parents/families and produce the album. Shortly after, 
we met with Superintendent of the Somerville Public Schools, Mary Skipper, who expressed 
support of SAW initiative and recognized it as a model for a successful family engagement that 
can be replicated with “recipes from around the world” and/or any topic that can become a final 
Figure 15. Video of an Advocacy Piece to raise funds to record SAW, Fall 
2016-2017 school year.  https://vimeo.com/209757441 
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product to be used as an educational resource throughout the schools. While writing this piece, 
SAW was also awarded with additional funds by the Massachusetts Arts Council. Rehearsals 
have been taking place since then and families and teachers are eager to hear the final product. 
Language and Leadership: My New Role  
After three years of working among Capuano ECC parents with art-based family 
engagement efforts, including two other schools in the district (East Somerville Community 
School and Albert F. Argenziano School) a new position at the SFLC was born. I started as a 
Language and Leadership Liaison in August, 2016. These FE efforts served to inform and to 
inspire me to work from an aerial perspective to further these efforts in other schools in the 
district. This new role allows me to keep developing new programing and to replicate the early 
efforts at Capuano ECC. Regarding language and leadership through the arts, these are the 
activities we have been able to continue efforts on the following: 
• Continuing Capuano ECC efforts with the new school-based liaison. Chit Chat Club (the 
art of a cup of coffee!) it is now called: Coffee Connections.  
• Continuing The Beautiful Stuff Project sessions in Capuano ECC, East Somerville 
Community School and Albert F. Argenziano School and to add two more schools by 
2017-2018 school year. 
• Chit Chat Clubs have been happening monthly in two more schools (Albert. F. 
Argenziano and Winter Hill School) and a third one will be added at the West Somerville 
School with the help of two Arabic speaking parents.  
• Ongoing rehearsal, practicing and consultation with parents regarding Songs Around the 
World as parent give their input about language (pronunciation) and specific rhythms to 
musicians. 
• SAW is going district-wide, not only because of city funds, but because our former PK 
and K families from Capuano ECC have moved to K-8 schools. 
• In this district-wide collaboration and with the backing of the Somerville Superintendent, 
Mary Skipper, SAW has made a formal call to all music teachers, musicians and artist 
inside the Somerville Public Schools to participate in the production/creation of the 
album. 
• A CD release party will be happening once the album is complete for its release.  
• Continuing with the musical efforts, we have also created original songs with families 
and city members including:  Hola to the Mayor! (Hello to the Mayor), we literally say 
“hello” in more than 5 different languages in this song! As is shown in the following 
video, Figure 16.  
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• TALK song, as part of the Somerville Talk Campaign; a messaging campaign regarding 
less use of phone/computer screens and more verbal communication/connection with 
family members. 
• KIND Song, created with community volunteers in response to the children’s question of 
the year to the Mayor about How Somerville can be a fair and kind city? 
The songs were launched during the annual celebration of the Week of the Young Child 
on Spring 2017, where more than ten early childhood centers participated. Before the 
celebration, a short video with the demonstration of the songs and body motions were 
sent to the early childhood centers, including SFLC playgroups and home-visit program. 
Families practiced the songs before the day of the celebration and on April 26, 2017 we 
all sang in unison in front of the city mayor, superintendent and city council. In the 
following video is the KIND song, behind the artist (left to right) Director of Early 
Childhood for the Somerville Public Schools, Lisa Kuh, City Mayor, Joe Curtatone, 
School Council member, Laura Pitone and Superintendent, Mary Skipper.  
Figure 16. Video “We Say Hello to the Mayor” during national Week of the Young 
Child in Somerville, April 2016. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HzmNWzSZzm8 
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Families, teachers, school staff, including city officers, came together and sang about how to be 
kind, how to spend meaningful time with our family (TALK campaign). Everyone was greeted in 
their language. The following link to the Somerville Wicked Local summarizes the event: 
http://somerville.wickedlocal.com/news/20170501/somerville-celebrates-week-of-young-child 
My new position of Language and Leadership district-wide allows me to have a macro 
perspective to advocate for the arts as a family engagement tool. As Sarah mentioned at the 
beginning of the chapter, this is only possible if systems for language access are in place. 
Language access is imperative for families to move forward and feel part of the school. A needs 
assessment regarding systems of communication, increasing our pool of interpreters/translators, 
and improving our channels of communication with the dual capacity framework (Mapp) takes 
most of my time and energy in this new role. However, leadership trainings have been taking 
place so the parents who attended Chit Chat Club and TBSP can continue to move forward on 
the leadership ladder. An example of this is a parent from Mexico who took care of the TBSP 
arts and craft sessions and now is expanding to other schools, as the demand from families 
increased.   
 In our efforts to build language capacity among parents, the SFLC also coordinates 
Parent English classes. The classes happen throughout the year in five classrooms of around 20 
participants, these are offered in the morning and evening. This has been a new opportunity for 
me to see all the aspects of language and communication to further family engagement efforts 
while parents are receiving their education. Coordinating the Parent English classes, it occurred 
me that we can learn and improve our English while engaging and assessing arts. I got inspired 
to develop a new leadership curriculum that I called Escuela de Padres (school for parents) that 
rely on art-based activities to develop leadership. This effort has a triple-fold goal:  
Figure 17. Video “Kind Song” during national Week of the Young Child 
in Somerville, April 2017. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jE2yRZkYRfo 
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● To level the ground for participants regarding their language, educational background and 
literacy.   
● To “take the pulse” through art-based research tools (mostly with visual arts).  
● To provide English participants with resources to express themselves beyond 
writing/reading and verbal communication. 
The arts provide a threshold for developing leadership among parents and provide the tools for 
rediscovering and affirming their diverse identities along the way. The curriculum is divided into 
four sessions with four main topics: 
Art-Based Parent Leadership Training 
Escuela de Padres / School for Parents 2016-2017 School Year 
Session 1: Identity and Family: My Story/Mi Historia 
Activity: Collage making inspired of Where I am From poem by G.E. Lyon) 
Session 2: Channels of Communication: My School/Mi Escuela. 
Activity: Answer the prompt: I want my school to be… 
Session 3: Advocacy and Leadership: Our Fight/Nuestra Lucha 
Activity: Quilt making with pictures of our community leaders inside the schools. 
The following video is a demonstration of a moment during the collage-making during Session 
1: Identity and Family, My Story/Mi Historia: 
 
Figure 18. Video - Collage making during Session1 Leadership Workshop, 
"My Story/Mi Historia," Fall 2016-2017 school year. 
https://vimeo.com/207156514 
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Parents made collages with images from National Geographic magazines, responding to the 
prompt: Where I come from. The activity lasted around an hour during a time frame of two hours 
and a half. The activity happened smoothly with classical background music. Participants 
worked in groups of four or individually. At the beginning of the session, we did an icebreaker 
strategy, each one of us introducing ourselves saying our names accompanied with a body 
motion (we had a lots of laughs here!). This icebreaker helped participants to relax and create a 
safe space. At the end of the collage making we talked about the challenges in each of our 
schools (participants come from six different schools from the district) and how each school can 
support our children’s education.   
The following images show part of the working process of findin the images (Figure 19) and 





Figure 19. Collage making during Session1 
Leadership Workshop, "My Story/Mi Historia," Spring 
2016-2017 school year. 
Figure 20. Group reviewing each other’s collages 
during Leadership Workshop, "My Story/Mi Historia," 
Spring 2016-2017 school year. 
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Figures 21 and 22 are the final products of two of the participants. It got my attention in these 
two images how participant went beyond it was asked (glue images on a peper) and create 
tridimensional details to add to her work (Figure 21) and adding an image that stood outside the 
paper.    
Figure 21.Detail of a collage during Leadership Workshop, "My Story/Mi 
Historia," Spring 2016-2017 school year. 
Figure 22. Detail during Leadership Workshop,"My Story/Mi Historia," Spring 
2016-2017 school year. 
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Four weeks later, during session 2, “My School/Mi Escuela,” participants were asked to 
draw the answer to two prompts: “My First Impression of the School” and the second prompt 






In these two images (Figure 23 and 24) participants portrayed two very different scenarios of 
their first impressions of their school. I like how they used words even if they did not know how 
to spell them. In the case of “not smail” the participant stated that she meant to write: “no smile.” 
Figure 23. Detail of drawing responding: My First Impression of the School 
during Leadership Workshop, "My School/Mi Escuela," Spring 2016-2017 
school year. 
Figure 24. Detail of drawing responding: My First Impression of the 
School during Leadership Workshop, "My School/Mi Escuela," Spring 
2016-2017 school year. 
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The following image (Figure 25) the participant’s words follow a story regarding a phone call 




Figure 25. Detail of My First Impression of the School 
during Leadership Workshop, "My School/Mi Escuela," 
Spring 2016-2017 school year. 
Figure 26. Detail of My First Impression of the School during 
Leadership Workshop, "My School/Mi Escuela," Spring 2016-2017 
school year. The message of a high school student’s parent state 
“She went to the Hospital to much stress school.” 
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The last two images (Figure 26 and 27) are very different from each other in terms of 
context and experience about how a participant is experiencing school (specifically a mom of a 
high-school girl, Figure 26) the hopes of another participant stating what would she like to see in 
there school, which is “More Opportunity” 
 
 
Figure 27. Detail of I Want my School To Be during Leadership Workshop, "My 
School/Mi Escuela," Spring 2016-2017 school year. 
Figure 28. Detail of I Want my School To Be 
during Leadership Workshop, "My School/Mi 
Escuela," Spring 2016-2017 school year. 
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The last image (Figure 28) a mom numbered from 1 to 3 (probably in that order of 
importance) the things she would like to see in her son’s school: “Reading, Homework and 
Parents at school.” She also complete the drawing with a small statement, the word “book” and 
“music.” The following images (Figures 29 and 30) are other important examples on how AB 
activities can be also use an assessment for EB parents. More than drawings, they are explicit 
























Figure 29. Detail of I Want my School To Be during Leadership Workshop, 
"My School/Mi Escuela," Spring 2016-2017 school year. 
Figure 30. Detail of I Want my School To Be during Leadership Workshop, "My 
School/Mi Escuela," Spring 2016-2017 school year. 
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Testimonials 
After each art making session we dedicated a few minutes for reflection. In the following image 
(Figure 36), is an example of a response from one of the participants. The question was: why 











“… for me is very important this activities because we remember where we came from… para 
mi es importante hacer esto porque recordamos de dónde venimos y le podemos enseñar a 
nuestros hijos como nosotros vivíamos, nuestras culturas y enseñanzas y como fue nuestra 
educación y me gustó mucho esta actividad.”  
 
English Translation:  
 
 “For me [this activity] is important because we remember where we come from… we can teach 
our children how we used to live, our cultures and how our education was growing up, and I 
really liked this activity”.  
 
The following Word Clouds on the next page are extracts from each leadership workshop 
reflection: 
 
Figure 31. Detail, reflection piece during Leadership Workshop, "My 
Story/Mi Historia," Spring 2016-2017 school year. 
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Figure 37 World Cloud from participants’ reflection pieces during Leadership Workshop, "My School/Mi Escuela," Spring 2016-2017 
    
 
 
                             
These two Word Clouds contain what the participants reflected on after these two 
specific sessions (Figure 36 and 37, Our Fight/Nuestra Lucha and My Story/Mi Historia). The 
SFLC team concluded that this kind of diagram are very helpful to summarize the participants 
experience around the leadership training with AB activities. 
Figure 32. My Story/ Mi Historia, World cloud reflections. Spring, 2017 
Figure 33. Our Fight/Nuestra Lucha, World cloud reflections. Spring, 
2017 
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To finish this section, we would like to share the video that portraits the Parent English 
Classes program overall. The video contains all five different classrooms with their teacher, 
parent leaders (former Parent English classes students) and participants. We created this video 
for the end-of-the-semester spring 2017 graduation celebration. The importance of the video is 
that it portraits the EB community of parents represented. Their languages include Spanish, 
Portuguese, Haitian Creole, Mandarin, Bengali and Punjabi. In the middle of the video we 
appreciate the art-based activities of the rest of the leadership sessions. Also included in the film 
is a visit from the City Mayor, Joseph Curtatone, who presented construction plan of the new 
high school in one of the classes. The Mayor’s visit demonstrated how English Classes 
participants are not only an entry point for school communication and triangulation between 





Figure 34. Video of Parent English Classes Graduation Celebration 2016-2017 school year 
https://vimeo.com/219877139 
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The following image (Figure 32) displays the Heritage Quilt that was presented during 
Heritage Night in another school where parents attend English classes. 
 
The series of workshops at the end of the Parent English Classes semester, culminated in 
the creation of a parent’s advocacy group that we called IMPACT. IMPACT stands for: 
Immigrant and Multilingual Parents Action Team. This group advocates for a representative 
voice and informs the decision-making bodies in our schools, such as School Improvement 
Councils and PTAs. The goal is to ensure equitable representation in decision-making processes 
inside the schools. IMPACT furthers parents in climbing the leadership ladder beyond the Chit 
Chat Clubs and Coffee Hours. The following image (Figure 33 portraits most of the class 










Figure 35. Heritage Quilt created during the last session of “Our Fight/Nuestra Lucha” Spring 2017 presented 
during Heritage Night. 
Figure 36. Immigrant & Multilingual Parent Action Team (IMPACT) during the 
creation of the Heritage Quilt, Spring 2016-2017 
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Parent English participants were invited to attend “Raising Caring Children in 
Somerville” lecture in one of our schools. The group was present as IMPACT, consolidating the 





Recapitulating what Sarah mentioned at the beginning of the chapter, these efforts would 
not have been possible without systems in place inside SPS. In my role as Language and 
Leadership Liaison, I helped to reinforce the importance of a positive first contact among 
families and school personnel with resources for secretaries and other staff members who 
welcome families in the main office or hallways throughout the schools. The first resource is the 
Spanish language “Cheat Sheet.” The next is the “One Somerville” resource guide with 
languages available for everyone on the SPS website (this is accompanied by a physical binder 
that School-based Liaisons keep in each school for Know Your Rights, Legal Clinics and other 
immigration related issues referrals). 
 
  
Figure 37. IMPACT during conference “Raising Caring Children in 
Somerville” by Professor Richard Weissbourd. Spring 2016-2017. 
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SPANISH GO-TO PAGE                
 
SIGN-IN MAIN OFFICE 
Hello/Hi  Hola OH-lah  
Good Morning! Buenos Dias!  bwenos di.as  
Name, Please Nombre por favor   Nohm-breh pour fuh-vore' 
How are you today? Cómo está? Komu eshta? 
Have a good day!  Que pase un buen dia! keh PAH-seh un BWEHN DEE-ah 
Please POR FAVOR POHR fuh-vore 
Thank you!  GRACIAS!  GRAH-syahs 
You're welcome De nada DAY NAH-dah 
My name is  Me llamo MEH YAH-moh 
It's a pleasure to 
meet you 
Mucho gusto MOO-choh GOOS-toh 
Goodbye Adiós (ah-DYOHS) 
Yes Sí SEE 
No No NOH 
 
ABSENCES/TARDIES 
Is he/she coming to 
school or not? 
VIENE A LA ESCUELA O 
NO? 
BYEH-neh ah lah e-skwe-
lah 
 
Is HE sick? ESTA ENFERMO? 
 
Es-TAH an-FERH-moh? 




Wait a minute please UN MOMENTO, POR OOn moMANtoh, POHR 




Could you please repeat, 
please? 











Won’t be able to make it 
to school today? 
NO VIENE A LA ESCUELA?  
 
Noh BYEH-neh ah lah e-
skwe-lah 






Today  Hoy (oy) 
Yesterday  Ayer (ah-YEHR) 
Tomorrow  Mañana (mah-NYAH-nah) 
This week Esta semana  EHS-tah seh-MAH-nah 
Next Week La proxima semana  lah prox-see-MAH seh-MAH-
nah 
Last week  La semana pasada  lah seh-MAH-nah pah-SAH-
dah 
Monday  Lunes (LOO-nehs) 
Tuesday  Martes (MAHR-tehs) 
Wednesday Miércoles (MYEHR-koh-lehs) 
Thursday  Jueves (WEH-vehs) 
Friday Viernes (VYEHR-nehs) 
Saturday Sábado (SAH-bah-doh) 
Sunday  Domingo (doh-MEENG-goh) 
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PHRASES 
I can't speak Spanish (well) 
 
No hablo (bien) español  
 
noh AH-bloh (bee-ehn) 
ehs-pah-NYOHL 
Do you speak English?  ¿Habla inglés? (AH-blah een-GLEHS?) 
Do you need Help? Necesita Ayuda?  Neh-ceh-seetah ah-YOO-
dah? 
Good morning Buenos días (BWEH-nohs DEE-ahs) 
Good afternoon  Buenas tardes (BWEH-nahs TAR-dehs) 
I don't understand No entiendo (NOH ehn-TYEHN-doh) 
Could you speak more 
slowly please?  
¿Podría hablar más 




Could you repeat it 
please?  






The Bathroom is over there 
 





Are you picking him/her up 
early? 
 
Se LO lleva temprano? 
(masculine) 
Se LA lleva temprano? 
(feminine) 
Seh  LOH yehvah tehm-
PRA-noh? 
Seh LAH yehvah tehm-
PRA-noh? 
Doctor’s appointment?  Cita con el doctor? See-tah KOHN ehl 
Doktor? 
 
Multilingual Immigrant Resource Guide at the SPS website:  
http://www.somerville.k12.ma.us/district-departments/somerville-family-learning-collaborative-
sflc/one-somerville-resources 




These multilingual practices help to create the conditions to welcome families and support 
teachers/staff. The more we know about our community, the more these tools emerge from the 
SFLC’s work within the dual-capacity framework (Mapp, 2007; 2013) explained throughout the 
chapter. 
Conclusion 
If we take a metaphor where arts have the nutrients that help parents to support their 
children in school, we feel comfortable saying that arts “prepare the soil” for successful family 
engagement. It is not making art for the sake of making art. Arts-based practices help us reach 
the district goal of increasing community engagement in order to reflect the community in which 
we live (Somerville 2016-18 School Committee Goals) 
The SFLC continues to grow in staff and in strengthening systems. Art-based activities 
have multiplied as a successful family engagement tool for families during and beyond the early 
childhood years. Visual arts, language workshop, storytelling and music are supporting family 
engagement efforts because parents have increased their time in their child’s school. Under an 
Figure 38. Detail of Somerville Public School  website 
regarding on-line immigrant resources for teachers and 
families. 
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arts-based “prism” we help to break language and cultural barriers. Our goal is to increasingly 
involve teachers and school administrators to help them “read” their community of families and 
better understand their “funds of knowledge” (Moll, Amanti, Neff & González, 1992).  
Arts-based family engagement has potential within the dual capacity framework (Mapp, 
2007; 2013) to increase the capacity of schools to welcome, support, and engage with diverse 
families in meaningful ways. In the beginning of the chapter, Sarah mentioned the keys to family 
engagement practices. While implementing them we know that when a mother comes to school, 
she is greeted in her home language and her immediate concerns are understood. Her child’s 
teachers understand her child’s background and goals. The parent is given the opportunity to 
meet other parents in a workshop and be engaged through the arts. She attends English classes, 
exploring and sharing her heritage with other parents, as well as with the teachers and staff 
through the creation of the heritage quilt during Heritage Night. She comes regularly to Parent-
Teacher Conferences, and is selected to be part of IMPACT to participate in the School 
Improvement Council. She informs the committees about her experiences and ideas for 
improvements. She is recognized by the school principal as a resource, support, and partner in 
leadership. Now, the question is, could this ladder of leadership be walked without the arts being 
involved? Absolutely yes. But the practice of art-based activities makes the climbing of the 
ladder more welcoming, fun, appealing and easier. Arts in general is another super powerful tool 
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Appendix A 























ECC Early Childhood Center 
EB Emerging Bilingual(s) 
ELL English Language Learners 
FE Family Engagement 
IMPACT Immigrant & Multilingual Parent Action Team 
K Kindergarten 
K-8 From Kindergarten to 8th grade 
PK Pre-school / Pre-Kindergarten 
PIC Parent Information Center 
PTA Parent Teacher Association  
SAW Songs Around the World 
SEI Sheltered English Immersion 
SFLC Somerville Family Learning Collaborative 
SPELL Summer Program for English Language Learner Students   
SPS Somerville Public Schools 
TBSP The Beautiful Stuff Project 
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Appendix B 
All pictures and videos were taken and made by artist, Maura Mendoza Quiroz, except for Figure 10 
video that was taken by Tuft University Intern at that time, Julie Margolies. Most of participant, children, 



























Name of the Song      Country   Genre   Date Collected 
1.   Ghum parani mashi pishi     Bangladesh  Lullaby    05/16 
2.   Bhor holo dor kholo      Bangladesh  Lullaby   05/16 
3.   Ciranda Cirandihna      Brazil              Popular   04/15 
4.   Na Cabana da Floresta     Brazil                    Popular   04/15 
5.   Chítáng Biān de Róngshù Shàng China              Popular   07/16 
6.   Song Book from Head Start:   El Salvador             Popular   06/17 
7.   De Colores    El Salvador   Folk   06/17 
8.   Las Ruedas del Camión  El Salvador           Popular   06/17 
9.   Los Elefantes   El Salvador           Popular   06/17 
10. Buenos Días    El Salvador          Educational  06/17 
11. Dormite mi Niño     El Salvador            Lullaby    04/15 
12. Arrurru mi Nino/DuermetemeYa  El Salvador            Lullaby   07/16 
13. Los Pollitos Dicen   El Salvador            Children  07/15 
14. Tengo una Muñeca   El Salvador           Children  07/16 
15. Caminito de mi Escuela  El Salvador           Children  07/16 
16. Mi Árbol Mar Abierto Esta  El Salvador             Popular   07/16 
17. Pimpón es un Muñeco  Guatemala             Popular   07/16 
18. Mariana     Guatemala          Educational   07/16 
19. Mariposita    Guatemala         Educational  07/16 
20. Iba un Pollito para la Escuela Guatemala           Popular   07/16 
21.  Dodo Ti-Pitit' Manman  Haiti              Popular   07/16 
22.  Lakdi Ki Kaathi       India          Soundtrack  04/15 
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23.  Attuna Al-Tufulah    Jordan             Popular   02/16 
24.  Ghassil Wejjak ya Amar   Jordan              Popular   02/16 
25.  Itsy Bitsy Spyder   Jordan             Children  06/16 
26.  Old McDonald   Jordan   Popular   07/16 
27.  On our Farm   Jordan           Educational  07/16 
28.  Learning about Colors  Jordan           Educational  07/16 
29.  Allá en la Fuente había Chorrito  Mexico   Children  07/16  
30.  Ni Ni a Momo      Morocco  Lullaby    04/15 
31.  Winter Ooledat Aharata  Morocco  Popular   07/16  
32.  Meow Meow Biralo        Nepal   Popular   07/16 
33.  Jun ta Lagyo Tarale        Nepal   Soundtrack   07/16 
34.  Pon El Dedito en el Pilón  Puerto Rico  Traditional  04/16 
35.  Chequi Morena Chequi  Puerto Rico  Traditional  04/15 
36.  Atirei o Pau No Gato  Portugal  Traditional  07/16 
37.  Sleep Tired Toys, Books Sleep Russia   TV show  07/16 
38.  Yalla Tnam Rima        Syria   Lullaby   07/16 
39.  The Fox Went out on a Chilly Night U.S.A.     Folk   05/15 
40.  The Pretty Little Horses        U.S.A.   Lullaby   08/16 
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